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In this abstract we summarise the research presented in a paper appearing in the proceedings
of the 31st ACMConference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization (UMAP 2023) [1].

A major goal of any destination management organisation (DMO) is the exposure of an
unbiased selection of the destination Points of Interests (POIs) to their visitors. However,
with their online portals, destinations can hardly achieve that goal as they usually offer more
visibility to popular POIs, compared to less popular ones. Recommender Systems (RSs) can help
to generate personalised and unbiased POI recommendations, however, since they are usually
trained on users’ feedback (e.g., check-ins or reviews), they end up recommending well know
items, to users that have a consolidated history of system interaction. Hence, RSs fail to suggest
new POIs to new users, and to solve the combined new user and new item problem.

To address this limitation we have introduced a Reinforcement Learning RS, called QEXP
(destination EXPloration), that is bootstrapped on logs of POI visits data to generate an initial
tourist POI visits behaviour model [2]. Then the model is augmented with a second model
component, derived from the knowledge of the spatial range of tourists’ movements in a
destination. That finally generates recommendations for relevant and new items, even to new
users. QEXP can recommend POIs not yet evaluated or visited (in the training data log) by
any user, provided that they possess the features of POIs experienced by tourists in the past,
and they are located in the proximity of the target tourist position. Moreover, QEXP generates
recommendations that replicate the observed users’ POI visits behaviour also considering the
inclination of tourists to explore and discover new POIs in their spatial proximity. In practice,
QEXP attempts to predict the movements tourists are likely to perform but that can also lead to a
satisfactory visit experience.

We have shown that QEXP can successfully accomplish the goal of a POI RS: it suggests novel
and relevant items to new users. We have focused on a common application setting: a new user
opens a destination portal or a mobile app, and, after having indicated the a starting point of the
visit, e.g., an initial POI, requests recommendations for other POIs to visit next. We simulate
this scenario and evaluate the ability of QEXP to tackle the new user and new item problems. To
accomplish this goal, QEXP performance is compared with that of four baselines: “most popular”
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POIs [3], a choice prediction Markov Model [4], QBASE [2], and LGLMF[5].
To test the ability of these RSs to solve the new user and new item problems, we have collected,

from tourism “experts” of two target destinations (Rome and Florence), a reliable ground truth
composed by novel POIs, i.e., not already present in the model training set. This data consists
of a selection of new POIs that can be considered as relevant for new tourists to a destination.
We have generated next POI recommendations for a uniform spatial distribution of tourists
and analysed cross-sectional dimensions, such as, concentration, popularity, area and catalogue
covered by the recommended POIs.

We have observed that QEXP outperforms the considered baselines in recommending relevant
new items to new users. Moreover, QEXP produces a larger variety of POI recommendations, and
it significantly reduces the recommendations of popular, possibly known items, while promoting
the discovery of the destination full area. We argue that QEXP can support the construction of
more effective POI RSs and that can be employed in “critical” destinations that are facing the
issues brought by unregulated tourism policies, such as those connected with overtourism. QEXP ,
in combination with a well-designed HCI strategy, can help these destinations in mitigating
overtourism by helping to promote uncovered areas of the destination while considering the
general needs and wants of tourists.
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